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DevOps Pipeline

Orasi’s DevOps Delivery Team is Ready to 
Drive You Home.   

At Orasi, we are big belivers in proving our concepts on a small 
scale, then iteratively adjusting our delivery direction based upon 
continual feedback. 

Our team can quickly assemble the necessary skills to 
deliver proof-of-concept capabilities for any aspect of your 
pipeline, from source code and integration to infrastructure, 
testing, deployments, containers and more.

If you prefer to keep DevOps delivery in-house, our experts 
can mentor your team with best-practice leadership to drive 
new directions while coaching a blended Orasi/client team on 
leading-edge technologies. Recognizing that your engineers   
have “day jobs” supporting the business, we craft programs to 
establish what’s possible, train your team on the best approaches, 
and then work hand-in-hand to jump-start progress.

For clients with more aggressive timelines, we supply 
cross-functional teams of architects and engineers with 
deep tool expertise to rapidly deliver pipeline capabilities. Orasi 
has a proven track record of navigating teams through difficult 
situations, pulling siloed components together and delivering an 
improved pipeline that excedes business expectation.

Let Orasi Deliver You to Your 
DevOps Destination

Whether you are just starting the journey, or have completed 
your DevOps initiative but struggle to support it, let Orasi’s 
DevOps Delivery Services take the wheel and drive you where 
you want to go.

• Test Drive to quickly confirm strategy and approach.

• Cruise smoothly through early journey stages, providing best- 
 practices process and technology advice.    
• Accelerate to meet deadlines and radically reduce pipeline   
 throughput.

Orasi DevOps Delivery: 
Expertise to Codify & Automate your Pipelines

The decision is made. You have chosen to automate and improve aspects of your application delivery pipelines, or the 
entire flow. However, your team does not have the required skillset and the leading-edge DevOps approaches seem to 
change daily. Plus, you have no idea how this new direction will mesh with the components you already have in place.

Are you nodding your head? Is your current DevOps initiative — regardless of the stage — 
stuck in neutral because you lack resources to achieve progress? 
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Are You Automating Serial-Based “Business-As-Usual” Pipelines 
or Completely Refactoring What a Pipeline Can Do?

Orasi has the expertise to help with both! 

The first generation of DevOps solutions typically avoided questioning the approach or steps 
to move from code check-in to production, and instead relied upon codifying the application, 
infrastructure, test cases and other content to support automation and accelerate rebuilds.

The next generation of solutions allows you to thoughtfully question the order and flow of 
pipeline activities to deliver components faster and more effectively.

Experts at Every Bend In Your Journey.

We have assembled a strong core of experts from architects to coders, including all the major 
DevOps innovation leaders: 

We Deliver DevOps 
Solutions 
Differently. 

Our clients will attest that our 
project delivery approach is a 
key factor in the wild success 
of our projects. Where possible, 
we leverage agile concepts to 
positively impact resolution 
of most project challenges, 
delivering continual, incremental 
value. Leveraging practices such 
as sprints, backlogs, daily stand-
ups, cross-functional teams, 
sprint reviews and retrospectives 
allows us to learn early, deliver 
often and adjust quickly based 
upon our findings.

Why Orasi?

Orasi has a long history helping 
clients propel their software 
initiatives. We are breaking new 
ground in DevOps Delivery, 
radically transforming client 
outcomes with our services 
and expertise—and reducing 
DevOps cycle time from weeks 
to hours. 

This success is built solidly on 
the expertise of our DevOps 
experts, who continually 
enhance their DevOps 
knowledge and refresh their 
skillsets in the full ecosystem of 
DevOps tools. 

SCM OTHER

INTEGRATION CLOUD

TESTING MONITORING

IAC SCRIPTING

DEPLOYMENT ORCHESTRATION

DATA

BitBucket    GitHub   GitLab
Subversion

Kubernetes   Docker  
JFrog Artifactory  Vault

Selenium   SmartBear   Tricentis  
Microfocus  Appium  Cucumber  Kobiton

AppDynamics   Dynatrace    Nagios
splunk

Jenkins   Bamboo   MS Azure DevOps AWS   GCP   MS Azure   Oracle
Cloud Foundry

CHEF   Ansible   Puppet   Terraform
Packer   Vagrant

 Python   Bash   Groovy

XL Deploy   Octopus Deploy
MS Azure DevOps

XL Release   Cloud Bees

Datical   Delphix


